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1

General information
newhome.ch AG (hereinafter newhome) takes your privacy very seriously. This document regulates the storage, processing and disclosure of your personal data relating to the property platform
newhome.ch within the context of Swiss data protection legislation.
This Privacy Policy supplements newhome's General Terms & Conditions (GTCs). These provisions apply to all services that are offered by newhome. In particular, such services may be both
websites and mobile applications (apps). The responsible agency for data processing is
newhome. In the event that third-party services are used, the privacy policies of these third parties
shall apply exclusively.
When advertisers/users confirm their acceptance of the GTCs by submitting their declaration of
intent (and accepting the same) by clicking the corresponding icons (which is confirmed via the
appearance of a checkmark), these GTCs become an explicit, integrated component of the contract concluded with newhome.ch AG.

Definitions:
Personal data:

Data and information relating to an identified or identifiable person. A relevant legal definition of personal data is given in Art.
3 lit. a and c of the Swiss Data Protection Act (Schweizerisches
Bundesgesetz über den Datenschutz (DSG)).

This Privacy Policy can be viewed on the newhome.ch platform under the "Legal" menu item and
can be downloaded by users onto their own IT devices in PDF format.
Users/advertisers on newhome.ch who do not agree with the following Privacy Policy are required
to exit the website immediately.
If you have any questions or suggestions about this Privacy Policy, please contact us.

1.1

Basic compliance
newhome is subject to the (DSG) and, within this context, is committed to protecting the privacy
of its advertisers/users and to processing their personal data in accordance with the provisions of
the DSG.
newhome hereby undertakes:
-

to comply with the statutory requirements for the processing of personal data
to process personal data in good faith using the proportionality principle and to obtain the
consent of the affected advertisers/users where necessary
to ensure that personal data is processed only for the purpose that was specified during its
procurement
to use the acquired personal data to fulfil its contractual obligations and ensure a high quality
of service
to develop and maintain customer relationships
to ensure the accuracy of the data (data integrity)
to ensure that the data is adequately protected (data security)
to indicate the reason and purpose for the acquisition and processing of the data

Although newhome respects the provisions of the DSG, it cannot comprehensively guarantee the
confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availability of personal data. The advertiser/user hereby
acknowledges that personal data that is disclosed on the online platform (for the purpose of making a contact request) may also be accessed in countries which lack legislation that ensures an
adequate level of data protection, and may also be registered by search engines and included in
the results of corresponding searches.
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Handling of personal data by newhome
Through their use of this website, advertisers/users acknowledge newhome's process for handling personal data as described below and provide their consent to the use of their personal data
by newhome to the extent and for the purposes described.

2.1

Collection of data
In order to provide the service and to best optimise the online real estate platform for advertisers/users, data is collected by newhome at diverse locations throughout the website. This includes
in particular the following essential personal data:
-

2.2

Login details (username and password), salutation, last name, first name, address (street,
postal code, locality and country), telephone number, email address, language, purpose of
use.

Storage of data
The data is stored in a secured database environment in Switzerland.

2.3

Data security
newhome gives high priority to the protection of data against unauthorised access. In order to
increase data security:
-

newhome uses standard encryption techniques (for example, SSL) where necessary
newhome verifies its practices regarding the collection, storage, use and handling of data
including physical security measures to prevent unauthorised access to its systems
newhome only grants access to personal data to employees and contractors who require
such access in order to process the data for newhome for the stated purpose, and who have
been obligated to uphold strict confidentiality requirements

The website newhome.ch is hosted in Switzerland.
Advertisers/users are solely responsible for the safe delivery of their data and for ensuring that it
is not intercepted, recorded, stolen or otherwise made available to third parties during its transmission between the respective advertiser/user and newhome.

2.4

Use of data

2.4.1 Registered users'/advertisers' data
Both newhome and the respective cantonal bank that was expressly selected by the registered
advertiser/user in accordance with their declaration of intent will be given access to the data collected during registration.

Registered advertisers/users also accept that both newhome and their selected cantonal bank
may use advertisers'/users' submitted personal data internally for marketing purposes. This personal data is used to provide and improve newhome's services and may be used by the registered
advertiser's/user's selected, affiliated cantonal bank for commercial purposes. Within the scope
of said commercial use, registered advertisers/users give their consent for their selected cantonal
bank to contact them.
2.4.2 Non-registered users’ data
Personal data submitted by non-registered users via a listing's contact form will be forwarded by
newhome directly to the respective advertiser. Users give their consent for newhome to save and
evaluate the personal data that is submitted via said contact form, and also to forward this data
to the affiliated cantonal banks.
2.4.3

Recorded personal data
The following personal data is collected at this point:
-

-

-

General: contact date
Non-registered users: all information from the contact form, e.g. company, salutation, last
name, first name, address (street, postal code, locality), telephone number, email address
Registered users: all information from the contact form, e.g. company name, salutation, last
name, first name, address (street, postal code, locality), telephone number, email address,
message and subject, and the contents of the user's inbox (of their personal user account,
for the purpose of investigating suspected offences)
Advertisers: all information from the contact form, e.g. username, company name, first
name, address (street, postal code, locality), telephone number, email address, website
URL, the contents of the user's inbox (of their personal user account, for the purpose of
investigating suspected offences)
Additionally, for each property that is listed/saved by the advertiser/user: immocode, price,
property type, address (street, postal code, locality) as well as the invoice forms for any paid
services provided by newhome

This personal data is used to provide and improve the services of newhome and may be used by
the registered user's selected affiliated cantonal bank for commercial purposes.

2.5

Processing of data
Advertisers/users can correct or change the information saved in their user profile at any time.
User profiles are edited by the respective advertiser/user. newhome and the registered advertiser's/user's selected cantonal bank merely reserve the right to delete any profiles containing
obviously incorrect information and to reset login information (e.g. passwords) at the express
request of the advertiser/user concerned.
However, newhome reserves the right to change the status of registered advertisers/users, whose
last login was more than 12 months previously, to inactive and subsequently to delete the
data/properties associated with their accounts. There is no obligation on the part of newhome to
inform the advertisers/users concerned about these clean-up processes.
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Handling of personal data with regard to third parties
The collected and stored personal data will not be sold, leased, given away, published or otherwise made available to third parties by newhome or the selected cantonal bank.
Exceptions:
-

-

for a purpose that is directly related to the purpose for which the personal data was originally
collected, e.g. the import and export of listings on partner sites, or other services from third
parties that are provided with the respective advertiser's/user's consent.
In the case of misuse of the service

Furthermore, newhome and the advertiser's/user's selected cantonal bank will not share the respective advertiser's/user's personal data with third parties without said advertiser's/user's consent. However, they reserve the right to share information about undesirable advertisers/users
with all affiliated cantonal banks and partner platforms.

3.1

Misuse of the service
In the case of misuse of the service, and in particular in the case of suspicion of a criminal act, a
legal obligation or a governmental or judicial order, newhome reserves the right to share advertisers'/users' personal data. In this context, personal data may be analysed in order to clarify the
situation and, following a justified request, passed to the relevant authorities or the third parties
who have been affected by the misuse.

3.2

Transmission of data to other service providers
Furthermore, users/advertisers agree that newhome may share the personal data received from
its advertisers/users to the following third parties: payment providers (e.g. credit card companies, banks, PayPal, mobile phone providers), IT service providers (e.g. data centres, hosting
providers). These service providers will only be granted access to advertisers'/users' personal
data to the extent required to carry out the associated tasks.

3.3

Advertising, personalised advertising
newhome may show advertising to users who are using its services. newhome may also show
personalised advertising created by third parties whose content is based on the respective advertiser's/user personal data.

3.4

Co-registration
During registration, newhome also gives advertisers/users the opportunity to register with its
partner companies. Should advertisers/users choose to complete a co-registration of this kind,
newhome will forward the personal data collected for the co-registration to the respective partner, who will become the owner of the data.

3.5

Links to third-party service providers
The newhome.ch website may contain links to offers by third-party providers. newhome has no
influence over the way these providers process the customer data collected on their own websites. newhome is not responsible for compliance with data protection regulations on the part of
these third parties.
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Use of cookies and tracking systems
Through their use of this website, advertisers/users provide their consent to the use of cookies
and tracking systems by newhome to the extent and for the purposes described below.
newhome uses:
-

cookies to optimise the platform and to determine the number of page views
tracking systems to improve its services

newhome reserves the right to possibly use tracking systems other than those described here
and to list them subsequently.

4.1

Use of cookies
Cookies are anonymous text files that are stored on each user's terminal. They do not contain
personal data.
Cookies are used for the following purposes:
-

For statistical purposes
For automatic login of registered users, provided that the visitor/user has specified this during the login process
To display content and advertising based on the advertiser's/user's interests

Advertisers/users can prevent the installation of cookies via their browser's settings. However,
newhome wishes to point out that doing so may limit the advertiser's/user's ability to access all of
the platform's features.
4.1.1 Third-party cookies
In order to provide its advertisers/users with a free platform, newhome is dependent upon advertising. newhome therefore allows selected partners to place advertisements on the website.
Within this context, other cookies (third-party cookies) may be installed on advertisers'/users' terminals when they view these advertisements. This use of cookies can also be prevented via the
respective browser settings.

4.2

Use of tracking systems
In order to improve its services, newhome.ch collects so-called tracking data which provides information about the use of its website. Tracking data does not contain personal data. The following tracking systems are used by newhome.ch:
-

Google Analytics (the web analytics service from Google Inc.)
NET-Metrix (the web analytics service from the advertising media research company WEMF
Schweiz AG).

By using these tracking systems, cookies from the above vendors also used. The transmission
and storage of information generated about the behaviour and usage of newhome.ch (including
the IP addresses of the advertiser/user) is carried out on a central server operated by the respective provider (for Google Analytics this is located in the US; for NET-Metrix it is operated by the
company Spring Gmbh in Germany). This information may also be transmitted to third parties as

required by law or if third parties are commissioned to process this data on behalf of the aforementioned web analytics services. In no case will the advertiser's/user's IP address be associated
with the other data being processed by these web analytics services.
Tracking data is used for the following purposes:
-

For statistical purposes
To compile reports about the activities of newhome.ch
To deliver other services, including the analysis of specific events within the existing online
services

Advertisers/users can prevent the installation of cookies via their browser's settings. However,
newhome wishes to point out that doing so may limit the user's/advertiser's ability to access all of
the platform's features.
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Right of information and deletion
At any time, advertisers/users may request information from newhome regarding their personal
data and may request the correction of erroneous data, the cessation of the collection of their
personal data, or the latter's deletion. These rights are superseded by any legal provisions or
orders by public authorities, e.g. by courts that require newhome to store this personal data and
ensure its availability.
Requests for information and/or deletion should be sent by e-mail to 'info@newhome.ch' or in
writing to newhome.ch AG, Stauffacherstrasse 45, 8004 Zurich. At any time, newhome may request proof of identification in the context of information and deletion requests.
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Changes to the Privacy Policy
The contents of this Privacy Policy are subject to modification at any time. newhome will thereby
ensure that the privacy rights of the affected advertisers/users are not unlawfully infringed and
that their rights are not restricted without the explicit consent of the respective advertisers/users.
newhome also undertakes to publish any changes to its Privacy Policy immediately on its platform
in order to inform its advertisers/users about these changes.
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Agreement
The registered advertisers/users on newhome.ch hereby agree that their customer data may be
collected in accordance with the above statements and stored and used for the purposes described therein.
Copyright by newhome

